Designed by Frederick A. Poisson, Millennia's clean lines and integral wood finger pull have been an office furniture classic for more than a quarter century. This collection offers expanded solutions for the private and open office with the same modern aesthetic and timeless appeal as the original. It's a New Millennia.
Dual adjustable-height worksurfaces maximize work zone efficiency.
LEFT | Millennia features clean lines, integral finger pulls and the first beautifully proportioned adjustable-height wood desk.

RIGHT | Continuous floating shelves feature recessed integral LED task lighting.
New Millennia features continuous open shelving, minimalist closed storage options, and desking with raised storage and mitered joinery. Stunning Fumed Figured Eucalyptus casework is paired with Bronze Etched Glass adjustable-height worksurfaces.
Double workstation in Silver Sycamore showcases the perfectly balanced and sequence-matched veneers provided for every HALCON office suite.
LEFT | Filing, shelving, computer, printer, and waste storage options featuring an integral centerline finger pull across all components.

RIGHT | Perfectly mitered casework and joinery create purist modern forms.
Adjustable-height innovation, thoughtful storage, and spacious seating seamlessly integrate into modern, timeless design.